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The Jellies are back and bringing with them the deadliest viruses known to mankind. In order to
stop them from spreading, humanity will have to unite and work together to unravel the Jellies'
strategies, and hunt them down with all their might. If you think you've seen chaos, then you
ain't seen nothin' yet. Only you can save the world and yourself.If you want to discuss anything
about the game, just write me here : heartoid@icloud.com ??????? ?? ???? ?? ?????? ???????
1.?? ??????????? ?????????? ?????? ??-?? ???? ??? ??? ????? ?? ???????????? 2.??????????
???????? ?? ?????????? ???? ???????? ??? ???? ? ?? ?? ?????? ???? (?? ????? ??????
Construct). ?????? ?? ?????? ???????? ?????? ???????? ????? ???????????? ? ?????????????
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Features Key:

A brand new Friday the 13th game! Play as Jason Voorhees in free hardcore action on the
Carnival from Friday the 13th! Jump from the elevator and fight alligators, komodo dragons and
machete wearing boogie men! Fire arrows from your cross bow and kill as many people as you can!
A brand new map! Jump from the backside of the Carnival and traverse all kinds of obstacles
including a mini-elevator and rollercoasters! Kill while on the move and pick up targets on the
move!
More than 150 challenges! Paddle through lava, avoid lava bullets, trap and stake people and
complete more than 150 objectives.
More than 60 different killer outfits! Each outfit has a unique stat bonus and costume effect.
Decorate them to survive longer.
More than 250 items to collect! Collect things like beads, mini-sharks, mini-alligators, arrows,
meds, flares, heartburn pills and pumpkin grenades!
Game Difficulty settings, along with a save point! Easy, normal and hard game modes. Keep
going if you are getting wrecked and save your game when needed.
Multiple save slots. Save your game in 10 different slots, so you can come back quickly after
launching an online connection, remembering hard won points or switching off your game machine
Ample ammounts of collectibles to find! Bronze coins, gold coins and crystals. These can be
collected to unlock outfits and unlock special items.
Lots of secret costumes! Search in the guest room and other secret areas to collect all the killers
costumes!
Amazing screen shots and kill scenes! Keep your eyes peeled and click as many times as
possible!
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Clean game logging! Easy to read stats and a very short ghost animation screen when playing in
a split screen game. Additionally, you can only get killed by your teammates in the next round.
A randomly selected challenge every time!
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